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V
th

 Plenary Session  

Parliament of the Kingdom of Morocco  

Rabat, Morocco -  28
th

-30
th

 October 2010 

 

Draft Executive Report 

 

Meetings of the Bureau and of the South/North geopolitical groups were held on the eve of the V
th

 

Plenary Session.  

 

Friday 29 October 2010 

 

Morning – Opening ceremony 

 

Welcome Address by Hon Rudy Salles, PAM President (France) 

PAM President, Rudy Salles opened the session welcoming all the members on behalf of PAM, and 

thanked in particular the Speaker of the House of Representatives and former PAM President 

Abdelwahed Radi, and the Honourable Speaker of the Moroccan House of Counsellors, Mohamed 

Cheikh Biadillah for their generous invitation and warm reception. He then invited former President 

Radi to take the floor. 

 

Introductory Address, PAM President, Hon. Rudy Salles (France) 

Hon. Rudy Salles speaking for the last time as PAM President spoke of his honour at pride at 

having chaired PAM during the two-year period of his office. Before handing over the chair to the 

new President, he informed the members of the work achieved by PAM over the last twelve 

months. On a general level, this had indeed been a very fruitful year for PAM which had continued 

to grow in status and responsibility, having held meetings throughout the Mediterranean in 

Ljubljana, Nice, Lisbon, Belgrade, Milan and today in Rabat for a Bureau meeting and the V
th

 

Plenary Session.  

 

The 1
st
 Standing Committee had been efficient in furthering its work to combat organised crime 

(thanks to Rapporteur Maria Angela Napoli, Italy), while PAM could lay claim to being the first 

international organisation to have reached a definition of terrorism, under the expert guidance of 

Rapporteur Askin Asan. Moreover, the members of the 1
st
 Standing Committee had organised a 

meeting in collaboration with the UN to further the Middle East peace process (following up on the 

work of Hon. George Vella, Malta), and organised a fact-finding mission visit to Bosnia-

Herzegovina, again at the behest of the UN and under the leadership of Hon. Miro Petek 

(Slovenia)looking into the issue of constitutional reform to bring the Bosnian constitution into line 

with European Union requirements necessary to advance its accession process to the EU 
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As regards the 2
nd

 Standing Committee, President Salles commended the outstanding contribution 

of PAM Roving Ambassador, Hon. Mohamed Abou El Enein, (Egypt) for presenting his vision for 

the development of an energy policy for the Mediterranean. He then referred to the work of 

Rapporteur Jacques Blanc (France), who advocates the right to access water as a human right, a 

topic on which PAM spoke during the Millennium Development Goals UN Summit  in New York 

(20-22 September 2010)during which a UNGA resolution was adopted embodying the principle of 

the right to safe and clean drinking water and sanitation as a human right. He then made brief 

mention of the work by Hon. Suica (Croatia) on environment and climate change issues which had 

led to the adoption of the “Malta Declaration” on parliamentary  commitment ahead of the COP15 

Summit on climate change in Copenhagen last December. Further still June 2010 saw the 

establishment of the Panel of External Trade and Foreign Investment in Lisbon following up on a 

2009 initiative of the Portuguese delegation, the aim of which is to further promote and sustain 

economic integration throughout the region. The Panel would be holding its first operational 

meeting in Naples on 12-13
th

 November. 

 

As to the work of the 3
rd

 Standing Committee, PAM President Hon. Rudy Salles commented on the 

excellent work by Hon. Askin Asan on gender equality, and in particular on the role of women in 

parliament and decision-making positions, that of Rapporteurs, Hon. Mahmoud Muhaidat (Jordan) 

and Hon. Chaoui Belassal (Morocco) in relation to the plight of Palestinian women refugees. He 

was honoured to note that since the adoption of this report, the Lebanese Parliament has adopted 

legislation significantly improving Palestinian refugees’ employment rights . He also briefly 

mentioned the achievements made with respect to the Fez Programme, which had been ambitiously 

pursued by Hon. Conceicao da Pereira, taking over from Hon. Justyne Caruana (Malta), as well as 

the success of Mediterranean Day 21
st
 March, which is now part of the Parliamentary Calendar in 

Italy, thanks to the work of Sen. Amoruso (Italy). Moreover, the PAM Prize is giving greater 

visibility to the organisation and attracting increasingly important personalities. 

 

President Salles also informed the Bureau of the forthcoming inaugural PAM/UNESCO meeting to 

be held in Paris on 9-10
th

 November, for the launch of the Inter-Parliamentary Forum of Science, 

Technology and Innovation in the Mediterranean Region. 

 

On a more general level, President Salles referred PAM’s being granted observer status at the UN in 

December 2009, as a result of which PAM representatives had attended and spoken at the 65
th

 

Session of the UN General Assembly in September, and which granted PAM representatives the 

right to attend and take the floor at UN Conferences worldwide, namely: Senator Amoruso (Italy) 

attended Summit on the Millennium Goals for Development, Senator Abdouh (Morocco) who 

participated in the top level meeting on biodiversity in September, the Round Table discussion on 

the Law of the Sea/Oceans was attended by Hon. Franco Juri (Slovenia) in June, and finally the 

meeting on the Strengthening of Security and Cooperation in the Mediterranean Region attended by 

Hon. Askin Asan (Turkey). 

 

Rudy Salles then referred to the increasing importance of PAM’s role and visibility in the 

international community, testimony of which was borne by the number of requests for Observer 

Status received during the course of the year building on the exchange with the League of Arab 
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States in October 2009, to include the Parliamentary Assembly of the Union for the Mediterranean 

(formerly EMPA), requested in March 2010.  Moreover, PAM Secretary General, Dr. Sergio Piazzi, 

had organised a permanent cooperation framework with the Union for the Mediterranean Secretary 

General, H.E. Ambassador Massadeh, to allow both institutions to work complimentarily. The PAM 

Secretary General had also signed a working agreement with the World Meteorological 

Organization (WMO) with a view to working in partnership towards the COP16 Summit on 

Climate Change in Cancun at the end of the year. 

 

PAM has equally consolidated its relations with regional and international parliamentary 

organisations including among others, the Arab Inter-parliamentary Union, OCSE,  NATO, the 

WEU, the Council of Europe, the PABSEC, the Organisation of the Islamic Conference, the Arab 

Maghreb Union, as well as with national parliaments such as the American Congress, the Russian 

Duma and the Holy See, not to mention specialised agencies of the UN. 

 

President Salles also commented on the growing importance of PAM given that several Speakers 

from the Parliaments of PAM Member States were attending the Session, notably,HE.Jozefina 

Topalli, Speaker of the Albanian Parliament,HE.Josep Dalares Codina, Speaker of the General 

Council of the Principality of Andorra, H.E.Dusanka Majkic, Speaker of the House of Peoples of 

Bosnia-Herzegovina,H.E.. Reuven Rivlin, Israeli speaker of the Knesset Parliament,H.E. Michael 

Frendo, Speaker of the House of Representatives of Malta, as well as hostsH.E. Abdelwahed Radi, 

Speaker of the House of Representatives of Morocco, and Speaker of the Moroccan House of 

Counsellors,H.E. Mohamed Cheikh Biadillah.  

 

Finally, President Salles welcomed the Principality of Andorra as a new and 26
th

 member of PAM, 

before declaring the V
th

 Plenary Session open. 

  

Welcome address by H.E. Abdelwahed Radi, Speaker of the House of Representatives 

H.E. Abdelwahed Radi welcomed PAM delegations to the Plenary Session in Rabat, on behalf of 

the King of Morocco, its Parliament and its people. He considered Morocco as a country that 

offered a bridge between Africa and Europe, and its involvement in the democratic mechanisms of 

parliamentary institutions at international and Mediterranean level was an expression of Morocco’s 

adherence to the universal values of human rights and democratic freedoms, and resolve to building 

world of solidarity sustained by the rule of law. Moreover, the Plenary Session was an opportunity 

for the members to express their pride in PAM, which had become an essential interlocutor at 

regional level, despite only being founded in 2006. President Radi also spoke openly of the 

Mediterranean as a region beset by many problems, including the disparity of standards of living 

between North and South, which also touched on health and education, infrastructures. He 

considered it imperative to ensure that our sea unites all Mediterranean shores as building peace and 

stability, security and prosperity, as well as the fight against violence and terrorism required a 

collective conscience. He referred to the eradication of violence and terrorism as the two sine qua 

non conditions for economic and social development.  

With specific reference to the Middle East crisis, President Radi spoke of the protracted situation as 

being an exporter of violence, throughout the region and the world. He was critical of Israel’s 

continuing construction of settlements in the Occupied Territories, as well as of its embargo and 
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systemic oppression, arrests and violations of human rights. He called for observance of human 

rights and for UN resolutions to be applied granting the Palestinian people their own state with 

Jerusalem as its capital. A definitive solution to the crisis in Middle East would inject new impetus 

to the international community, and more importantly restore dignity to the Palestinian people by 

giving them a new life. As parliamentarians, he reminded delegations of their duty to defend the 

rights of Mediterranean peoples, listen to the voice of wisdom rooted in our civilizations, and create 

understanding between people through dialogue, based on justice and principles of UN. He 

reiterated the importance of our common historical and cultural origins to integrate and build a 

better world. In this respect, PAM has become a major actor, particularly since its grant of observer 

status at UN. He expressed his gratitude to the UN Secretary General, Ban Ki-moon, for 

acknowledging PAM’s work in uniting and bringing peoples closer together, especially in the 

Middle East.  

Finally, and in particular he thanked President Rudy Salles for his role in consecrating the profile of 

the Assembly, and the PAM Secretary General, Dr. Sergio Piazzi, for his competence and 

professionalism, as well as his follow-up, thanks also to members of the Bureau. He wished the 

PAM delegations well in achieving their goal for peace and security in the region. 

 

Welcome address by H.E: Mohamed Cheikh Biadillah, Speaker of the House of Counsellors, 

Morocco 

In his welcome address, H.E. Mohamed Cheikh Bidillah reaffirmed his pride at being a member of 

PAM and paid a special tribute to President Radi for his vision and wisdom as a founder member of 

PAM itself. After welcoming all the delegations on behalf of Morocco, H.E. Biadillah made 

specific reference to PAM’s involvement in the dialogue contributing to the peace process in the 

Middle East, and notably the PAM/UN meeting in Malta last February. As the harbinger of peace 

for the Kingdom of Morocco, he warned against the protracted tensions in the Middle East as a 

source of conflict for the region and entire world, and called on Israel to recognise Jerusalem as the 

capital of the Palestinian people, of the rights of the Palestinians to live in peace, but more generally 

to promote peace for the good of the whole region. He also stated that we needed to remember that 

Palestinians were the primary victims of the conflict. 

The Speaker then asked the question of how we could build peace at the same time admitting that 

there was no easy answer to the question other than dialogue and observance of the UN resolutions, 

which was strongly advocated within this Assembly, and the Kingdom of Morocco itself. Failure to 

work towards peace fuels and feeds terrorism, jeopardising not only areas of conflict, but the whole 

region and beyond. 

He also referred to the mounting pressure of illegal immigration, noting that the Sahel had become a 

hotbed for traffickers of human beings due to demographic pressure to move northwards in search 

of a better quality of life. He suggested that such illicit activities were often linked to terrorist 

organisations. 

Finally, H.E. Biadillah also called on the Union of the Mediterranean to support the building of the 

Maghreb Union which could become an important interlocutor between Europe and Africa, and 

play a constructive role in combating terrorism stemming from the Sahel region. 

Message from UNSG Ban Ki-moon 
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In his message to the PAM Plenary Session, the UN Secretary General referred to the UN and 

PAM’s common vision of promoting dialogue in the Mediterranean and beyond, as well as their 

commitment to achieving the Millennium Development Goals, which included safe access to 

drinking water and sanitation. He also thanked PAM for its contribution to the recent UNGA in 

New York. He welcomed the resumption of direct negotiations between Israel and Palestine with a 

view to resolving the final status issues by September 2011, even if there were still many obstacles 

to overcome. Further still, the question of Gaza needed to be treated with great urgency, and Ban 

Ki-moon called for restrictions on the movement of people and exports to be lifted as they were 

causing undue hardship on the Palestinian people. He suggested parliamentarians could play an 

essential role in this process as they represent the backbone to building democracy. 

More generally, he spoke of the challenges facing the Mediterranean region, including developing 

peace and security, climate change, the need for nuclear disarmament and human rights, which were 

also global challenges. He encouraged all parliaments active in the region to be dynamic and strong 

and wished PAM every success for its Plenary Session. 

 

Fabrizio Gentiloni, Director UN Office for Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA), 

was invited as keynote speaker to inform the Assembly of the nature of the work carried out by 

OCHA. Accordingly, OCHA coordinates humanitarian assistance, yet the challenges facing 

humanitarian are changing rapidly. Today, we face many problems, among others, climate change, 

the global financial crisis, scarcity of resources energy and water), as well as rapid urbanisation and 

population growth. Demographic pressures pushing northwards have intensified problems linked to 

economic migration and asylum-seeking. Moreover, humanitarian organisations encounter 

increasing problems concerning access and security. In the past, there was general tolerance of UN 

aid organisations and NGOs, now this is no longer necessarily the case, and in some areas such 

organisations are attacked and even deliberately targeted.  

A new leadership is working hard to improve responses and organisation, based on new approaches: 

partnership and preparedness, focusing on strengthening local capacities, and linking aid to social 

and economic development, as well as by developing partnerships with other regional actors such as 

the EU (which has developed a response unit), and the Arab League. 

11.5 bn dollars has been allocated for humanitarian assistance in 2011, and when intervening and 

engaging with local groups, OCHA observes the principles of neutrality, humanity, impartiality and 

independence. 

How can PAM contribute to the work of OCHA? OCHA is grateful for PAM’s ability to spread the 

message of the need for emergency assistance. Thanks to its missions, PAM can do much to 

promote cause of the humanitarian agenda, for example, by convincing more resilient elements of 

society to accept humanitarian assistance.  Furthermore, PAM gives a voice to the most vulnerable 

groups of society, sensitizing society to their problems. Finally, the need for humanitarian 

intervention will continue to increase, and PAM con contribute to convincing States to accept the 

need for coordinated intervention in their territory and call on assistance of UN in providing such 

help. 

 

President Rudy Salles then asked the Speakers of PAM Parliaments to take the floor, and following 

a request by the Palestinian delegation, it was agreed that in the absence of Speakers of Parliaments, 
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Heads of national delegations would also be given the opportunity to take the floor should they 

wish to do so. 

 

Speaker of Parliament of Andorra, HE H.E. Josep Dalares Codina 

The Speaker of Andorra, expressed his gratitude at PAM’s decision to grant membership status to 

the Principality of Andorra, and thanked the Moroccan Parliament for its hospitality. Despite not 

having coastal access, the Principality of Andorra has rivers which have contributed to shaping the 

Mediterranean coastline, and perhaps more significantly, over the years, many Mediterranean 

peoples have sought and enjoyed refuge in its territory, as well as having settled there. The 

Andorran Parliament vowed to contribute to PAM as a humble people and contribute to creating a 

united culture throughout the Mediterranean, offering its culture, knowledge and music to be part of 

that process. 

 

Speaker of the Israeli Knesset, H.E. Reuven Rivlin 

The Speaker of the Knesset, thanked the King of Morocco, the Presidents of Morocco’s Houses of 

Representatives and Counsellors, respectively, and the Moroccan people for their warm welcome 

and hospitality. He reiterated that Israel wished to share its appreciation for the wonderful work by 

President Salles, in striving to bring prosperity and well-being of all peoples of the Mediterranean, 

or “Mare Nostrum” as it was once known. He was also sure that Rudy Salle’s successor would be 

capable of achieving the same quality of results for the Assembly, and hoped that the Palestinian 

Speaker would also attend a future Plenary so that both Speakers could share and exchange words 

and points of view with one another. 

He then spoke of the Middle East conflict, which had existed in practice for more or less 100 years, 

stating that peace agreements and treaties alone were not enoughto bring about peaceful 

coexistence. He also referred to the need to negotiate, make concessions and withdraw from ideas 

that made both peoples live in conflict: “We are not doomed to conflict”. He stated that Israelis and 

Palestinians enjoyed a shared homeland and that in principle Israel wanted to negotiate to find a 

lasting solution rather than apportion blame, and argued that the two peoples could live side by side. 

 

Speaker of Bosnia-Herzegovina Parliament,H.E. Dujanka Majkic 

H.E. Dajunka Majkic thanked the hosts for providing such a warm welcome. She informed the 

Plenary that general elections had recently been held in Bosnia  and that the Parliament was 

working towards a new Constitution, which has been submitted for scrutiny to the Court of Justice. 

She expected the EU to soon put Bosnia on its “white list” of Schengen countries, The Speaker 

called on the support of PAM to help achieve this specific goal. 

 

 

Speaker of the Maltese House of Representatives, H.E. Michael Frendo 

The Speaker was honoured to be able to address the Assembly, and spoke of PAM’s duty to act as 

custodians of the Mediterranean Sea, which is vital to the future of all the Member States. Malta 

also avowed its support of a unity of diverse cultures throughout the Mediterranean, and called for 

the members to ensure that the work of PAM was taken into consideration by their respective 

national parliaments. 
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Hon. Tayseer Quba’a Palestine,  Deputy speaker of the Palestinian National Council 

Hon. Quba’a first thanked King Mohamed VI of Morocco, on behalf of all Palestinian people in 

living in occupied territories or as part of the diaspora, and thanked to Speakers of both Houses of 

Moroccan Parliament for their kind invitation. He also reiterated Palestinian support towards the 

achievement of all the goals set by PAM in the interests of bringing peace and stability to the 

region. He specifically referred to the PAM delegation mission to the Palestinian Occupied 

Territories [in spring 2009] where the delegation witnessed the results of crimes that had been 

perpetrated by the Israeli army. He stated, however, that it was the Palestinian people’s aim to reach 

a peace settlement where two nations could live side by side, despite having surrendered 80% of 

their historical territories, and in acknowledgement of the Oslo Accords and post-Oslo era. He 

called for a stop to the deliberate Judaisation of Jerusalem and the West Bank, and a halt to the 

construction of the separation wall. Moreover, he stated that there could be no negotiation while 

Israel continued to build settlements in Gaza and the West Bank in defiance of UN resolutions. He 

also criticised the adoption of the Israeli law whereby foreigners residing in Israel were obliged to 

pledge allegiance to the Jewish State as contrary to principles of multicultural cohabitation. 

 

President Salles, observing that all speakers had been given the opportunity to take the floor, invited 

Cyprus to speak. 

 

The Cypriot delegation also spoke of its dream of achieving peace and stability on its own soil, and 

asked for Turkey to implement the UN Resolutions in this respect, calling on PAM members to 

contribute to resolving this problem. 

 

The Turkish delegation replied that Cyprus was a very complex issue, where two peoples (Greek 

Cypriots and Turk Cypriots) had agreed to live in a single Republic, but that this partnership had 

floundered due to the fact that Greek Cypriots had prevented Turk Cypriots from holding office. 

 

President Salles took note of the urgency of this issue, and referred to the possibility of an initiative 

for a PAM Standing Committee to examine the question of Cyprus in greater depth but reminded 

both delegations that this was not the occasion for entering into a debate on the future of Cyprus. 

 

 

 

 

 

Presentation of the work of PAM’s1
st
 STC on Political and security-related Cooperation, Hon. 

Abdelkader Fedala, PAM Vice President (Algeria) 

 

Hon. Fedala referred to the intensification of the activities of the 1
st
 Standing Committee over the 

past twelve months, noting in particular the important work carried out by Special Task Forces on 

Terrorism and Organised Crime, respectively, as well as the UN/PAM joint meeting on the way 

forward towards achieving a solution to the Middle East crisis. He also referred to the PAM 

delegation visit to Bosnia-Herzegovinian capital, Sarajevo, at the request of the UN to find out 

about the status of the constitutional reform process there.  He also referred to the commitment of 
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President Salles, who had visited all corners of the Mediterranean over the past twelve months, as 

well as that of PAM members representing the interests of PAM at various parliamentary and 

international for a throughout the world. He referred to the many open conflicts that were still 

ongoing in the Mediterranean and stated the need to achieve security and stability as an absolute 

imperative for the region. He then invited Mr. Tibor Toth to take the floor to address PAM on the 

nuclear threat in the region.  

 

Keynote Address by Mr. Tibor Toth, Executive Secretary, Preparatory Commission for the 

Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban Treaty Organization (CTBTO) 

Mr. Toth made the following points:  

1) We are now living in a globalised society and it was important to develop collective stances in all 

aspects of our life: this also included security. To date the Nuclear Test Ban Treaty has been signed 

by 182 countries, which is an enormous achievement. However, this Treaty needs to become 

universal and there are areas where the pursuant of this aim takes on particular strategic importance 

such as the Middle East. 2) Delivering a universal ban needs to be supported by monitoring to 

ensure that obligations are adhered to; 

3) When the ban is universally acknowledged and the monitoring bodies are in place, then we can 

act in the interests of peace and security for the whole of humanity. 

 

Due to a delay in the proceedings of the morning session, H.E. Abdellatid Maazouz, scheduled to 

deliver his speech at the opening of the presentation of the work of PAM’s 2
nd

 Standing Committee 

on economic, social and environmental cooperation, delivered his speech as part of the 

presentation of the work of the 1
st
 Standing Committee. 

 H.E. Abdellatif Maazouz, Moroccan Minister of Foreign Trade, spoke of Morocco’s 

commitment to giving true content to the goals of PAM and creating a united Mediterranean. He 

acknowledged the fact that Morocco had a privileged status in the Mediterranean compared with 

some other PAM Member, being member of the Barcelona Process and having signed trade 

agreements with Arab countries. However Morocco’s intent went beyond commercial and trade 

relations: indeed Morocco has now begun negotiations to resolve its border issues with Algeria in 

the interests of building long-term peace and security in the region. He also spoke of the need to 

create a Free Trade Area in the Mediterranean and with Arab States, because trade and prosperity 

were the harbingers of peace and security for the region. He was also concerned that foreign direct 

investment had not be as high as expected for the region, and that this situation needed to be 

redressed otherwise the north-south poverty gap would continue to widen. Within the South 

Mediterranean itself, he encouraged States to collaborate proactively to deepening south-south 

partnerships, and support investments for SMEs, sustainable development and make protection of 

the environment a priority. In this respect, Morocco was undertaking major energy rationalisation 

projects to produce solar and wind power on a large scale by 2020. 

 

Adoption of the Resolutions and Reports 

 

 

a) Ad hoc Committee on the Middle East: Hon.  George Vella (Malta) - Report and follow-

up of annual activities  
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Hon. George Vella referred to the fact that peace and stability in Middle East was high on the PAM 

agenda, and commented favourably on the fact that direct negotiations between Israel and Palestine 

had resumed after a difficult start to the year in the building the peace process. He referred to the 

work of the Committee to date. He then focused more specifically on the human dimension of the 

Middle East crisis: the health of the Palestinian people, particularly in Gaza and the West Bank, and 

the disproportionate use of force by the Israeli armed forces. He was also critical of the fact that 

Israel continued to construct settlements in Palestinian Occupied Territories, and the general 

pessimism about finding a peaceful solution to the conflict on both sides. He called for the EU to be 

more committed alongside the US and urged the international community to ensure that human 

rights and international law are respected. 

Today, we have high level participation and we can work in a spirit of dialogue for the future of all 

our children. 

 

The report and resolution were adopted with one abstention. 

 

b) Special Task Force (STF) on Organised Crime: Hon. Angela Napoli (Italy) - “Human 

trafficking and the dumping of toxic waste in the Mediterranean” 

Hon. Angela Napoli affirmed that while globalisation facilitated relations between States and 

opened borders, it also facilitated trafficking generally.  Judiciary police need new powers to 

combat crimes, as well as enhanced cross border cooperation. She referred to the various aspects of 

trafficking dealt within her report before speaking of the specific case of allegations of sinking of 

ships containing toxic and nuclear waste in the Mediterranean off the coast of Calabria by the 

Camorra, and its potentially internationally devastating effects on populations, the environment and 

ecosystems. She therefore called for multilateral action by States to combat trafficking, and to do 

so, all PAM Member States needed to become more conscious of the potential harm that such acts 

can cause and deepen their sense of joint responsibility in responding to such actions. She further 

spoke of the need for concerted efforts by police and judicial authorities which needed broader 

powers to intervene. She also made explicit reference to international trafficking in human beings 

which is a fundamental violation of human rights. Such illegal acts have globalised dynamics and 

networks affecting countries of departure, transit and destination. She made specific reference to the 

increasing trafficking of minors. In addition to powers, parliamentarians could act by increasing 

public knowledge of these phenomena and call for campaigns to increase awareness of the potential 

risks to which would-be emigrants are exposed. 

 

The Report and Resolution were unanimously adopted. 

 

c) STF on Terrorism: Hon. Askin Asan (Turkey)- “The root causes of terrorism” 

Hon. Asan commented that Turkey would be celebrating its 88
th

 anniversary of Victory Day on 31
st
 

October 2010. She then reminded the members that the victims of terrorism were often innocent 

targets and expressed her solidarity to the families who had lost family members due to the acts of 

terrorists. Before moving to summarise the current report, Hon. Asan explained the STC’s work on 

terrorism since its inception, noting that PAM had been the first international organisation to reach a 

common definition of terrorism, before moving on to examine its root causes. Although religious 

extremism, marginalisation and regional conflicts were often the vehicles of terrorism, she 
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nonetheless stated any acts that undermined the fundamental basis of respect for the rule of law and 

human rights were to be condemned. In examining the root causes, it was important to be self-

critical, and societies had a duty to act in order to reduce the political, social and economic 

injustices that can feed terrorism. Moreover, she called on the media to play a responsible role in 

disseminating information that can radicalise parts of society. Further still, the report distinguished 

terrorism from the right to self-determination of peoples in accordance with UN resolution and 

conventions, and urged the Member States of PAM that had not done so, to urgently ratify and 

apply UN conventions in this respect. Finally, the report called for further research and study into 

the root causes of terrorism. 

 

The Report and Resolution were adopted with one vote against. 

 

d) Briefing on PAM mission to Bosnia-Herzegovina (BiH) (June 2010) Hon. Miro Petek 

(Slovenia) 

Hon. Petek informed the Plenary of the PAM delegation visit to Sarajevo, organised at the request 

of the UN in June 2010. The PAM delegation met with Hon. Stefan Simosas of the Office of the 

High Representative in BiH, and focused on BiH’s preparatory work towards European integration, 

stabilisation and integration in NATO. Moreover, the delegation also met with the Presidency 

Collegium of the Parliamentary Assembly of Bosnia Herzegovina, to discuss the path towards 

constitutional reform as a recent ECHR Judgment had found the Bosnian Constitution to be in 

conflict with its principles. At the same time, the PAM delegation was asked to assist BiH in its 

request for visa liberalisation under the Schengen agreement to allow a non-discriminatory 

approach to travel throughout the European Union. Bosnian Serbs and Croats already enjoyed free 

movement while other BiH citizens did not. As a result of the meeting, the PAM delegation 

undertook to take up the issue of visa liberalisation with the European Parliament. The Collegium 

had informed the delegation that there had not been enough time to amend the Constitution prior to 

parliamentary elections, but that it would be priority for the new legislature. During the delegation 

visit Turkey offered to host a 2011 meeting on BiH constitutional reform, and PAM vice President 

Abouh had proposed the setting up of a PAM STF on the Western Balkans, to contribute to this 

process among others. 

 

 

Afternoon session  

 

Presentation of the work of PAM’s 2
nd

 STC on Economic, Social and Environmental 

Cooperation, PAM Vice President Hon. Tayseer Quba’a (Palestine) replacing Hon. Suleiman 

Ghneimat (Jordan), President of the 2
nd

 Standing Committee (due to the dissolution of the 

Jordanian Parliament for general elections).  

Hon. Quba’a stated that the 2
nd

 STC had been very busy during the last 12 months dealing with 

issues relating to energy, water, trade and the environment. More specifically, the STFs had met in 

Nice, last April, where they had presented their reports to the 2
nd

 Standing Committee. One of the 

Committee’s major achievements had been in its participation at the Copenhagen Summit, where 

the “Malta Declaration on COP 15 and beyond” was presented to all Heads of States and 

Governments. Ahead of Copenhagen, PAM had organized an International parliamentary 
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roundtable on the impact of Climate Change in partnership with the United Nations International 

Strategy for Disaster Risk Reduction (UN ISDR) in Malta in November 2009. PAM is also invited 

to the forthcoming United Nations on Climate Change such as the COP 16 Summit to be held in 

Cancun, Mexico towards the end of Nov-early Dec. 2010.  

 

With regards to trade, the 2
nd

 Standing Committee has also launched its Panel on External Trade 

and Investments in the Mediterranean, which stemmed from an initiative of the Portuguese 

Parliament. Subsequently, a brainstorming meeting of its Steering Committee was held in Milan on 

11 October to set out a strategy for PAM’s work. The 1
st
 operational meeting of the Panel itself 

would be held in Naples on 12-13
th

 November. The Permanent Rapporteurs on both Energy (Hon. 

Abou el Enein) and Water (Sen. Blanc) had continued their important work.. 

 

Before proceeding to the adoption of the Reports and Resolutions of the 2
nd

 Standing Committee, 

Hon. Quba’a invited the keynote speakers to address the Assembly. 

 

Mrs. Catherine Tourkia, President of the Mediterranean Bank Network, reported to the 

Assembly on the network she represented informing the members that it had been founded in 1987 

at the initiative of the Bank of Valletta (BOV), Malta. Accordingly, one commercial bank form each 

country of the Mediterranean is eligible to be a member.  There were no distinction among the types 

of banks, the only prerequisite was therefore the will to participate. Among its objectives are those 

of developing business and finance with particular regard to SMEs. A special committee had been 

set up for that purpose and to facilitate communications and coordinate. As such, the newtork meets 

2/3 times  per year, holding its Annual Assembly in May and Bureau in November. BOV runs the 

day-today managements and follow-up of activities.  

Hon. Quba’a extended an invitation for the network to participate in the forthcoming meeting of the 

External Trade and Investments Panel in Naples. 

 

Mrs. Wafaa Sobhy Ibrahim, President of the Investments Network ANIMA 

Mrs Ibrahim presented economic statistics that illustrated the disparities between North and South 

Mediterranean countries. At present, GDP in the South Mediterranean is 10 times lower than in the 

North. Moreover, there is an imbalance in exports between the north and south Mediterranean with 

40% of South Mediterranean exports going north, while 55% of northern products are exported 

southwards. The region is heavily dependent on Europe. The Barcelona Process was established in 

1995 and led to important reforms in some Mediterranean countries over the last 10 years. 

However, the Southern countries were not united from a strategy point of view and were therefore  

a weak negotiating partner.. In fact, foreign direct investment multiplied tenfold from 2000 and 

2006. Following the global crisis, however, South Mediterranean countries have experienced major 

problems in attracting foreign direct investments on account of assets being less available in the 

north. Banking institutions were less hit by the crisis, partly because of the fact that they were less 

globalised than in other parts of world. While exports have fallen in the South, internal demand 

remains high and continues to grow at average rate of 4%. 

As to ANIMA, it is a network of 80 investment promotion agencies active in 22 Mediterranean 

countries, and works on improving capacity to attract foreign investment, and it assists with legal 

reform and promoting economies jointly. As such, ANIMA has research and development 
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observatories with a strong insight into activities developed in the field. In 2008, the European 

Commission asked ANIMA to develop projects that would have a more direct impact on 

development of the region. This led to the “Invest in Med” project, which is 75% financed by 

European Commission and 25% by the MedAlliance consortium. It brings together a network of 

more than 400 organisations, organising events throughout Mediterranean to provide incentives to 

investments. 48 initiatives have been financed to date in various sectors including textiles, housing, 

food and packaging, cosmetics etc. “Invest in Med” will formally come to a close at the end of 

2001, and Mrs Sobhycalled on PAM members to help ensure that this vital initiative continues by 

lobbying the European Commission to this end. 

 

Hon. Quba’a also invited the ANIMA network to participate in the Naples meeting. 

 

Union of Mediterranean Architects (UMAR), Mr. Omar Farkhani 

Mr. Farkhani informed the Plenary that UMAR’s objective was to allow architects of the 

Mediterranean to meet and and exchange of know-how and skills promoting Mediterranean values 

of architecture, while stressing values and human concerns about the environment inhabit in the 

Mediterranean and without alluding to the region’s architectural heritage.. As such, the UMAR 

organises exhibitions, carries out studies and research, as well as exchanges, workshops and brings 

together students from whole Mediterranean. This action has been so successful that it has given the 

incentive to create the Mediterranean School of Architecture in Morocco. The school has been set 

up in the same spirit as PAM was. UMAR considers the Mediterranean more as a cultural space 

than a physically circumscribed geographical area. Civil society we belong to can develop and 

promote ideas, but these cannot be achieved without the effective support of the representatives of 

the peoples, i.e. the parliamentarians. Mr Farkhani therefore encouraged the PAM delegations to 

pursue their debate and collaboration on space management in the Mediterranean. 

Adoption of Resolutions and Reports 

 

a) STF on External Trade - Hon Ridha Bouargoub (Tunisia) - “Panel on External Trade and 

Investments in the Mediterranean”, 

Hon. Ridha Bouargoub briefly recalled how the idea of establishing the Panel had developed PAM 

supported the original Euromed initiative of creating a free trade area for Mediterranean by the end 

of 2010. It would sadly not be realised in time but PAM wished to contribute to the economic 

development of the region.. PAM had approved a report and resolution of the role of SMEs at its 

Plenary Session in Istanbul in 2009. In Lisbon, in June 2010, the 2
nd

 STC decided to set up a 

methodology to formalise trade exchanges at the initiative of the Portuguese delegation, which led 

to the establishment of Panel on External trade and Investments. Since then a brainstorming 

meeting had been held in Milan, and the first operational meeting of the Panel would take place this 

coming November in Naples. The Panel itself is comprised of foreign investment agencies, 

businessmen, chambers of commerce, banking and academic institutional, as well as regional and 

local organisations sustaining trade initiatives. The report also considered the feasibility and 

practical steps towards the creation of a Mediterranean Investment Bank, to finance investments for 

SMEs, improve social and economic conditions in the Mediterranean. Hon. Bouargoub suggested 

that the Assembly could play an important role as a motivator for increased integration by 
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promoting the Panel in their national parliaments. To conclude, the report calls for the need to act 

and accelerate the speed of integration in the Mediterranean region.  

 

The Report and Resolution were unanimously adopted. 

 

b) STF on Environment and Climate Change Hon. Dubravka Suica (Croatia) - 

“Addressing Environmental Challenges Facing the Mediterranean: a PAM workplan” 

Hon. Suica’s report warned of the effects of increasing demand for land and water resources on the 

Mediterranean coastal areas, which were under increasing pressure due to agriculture, urbanisation, 

tourism and industrialisation. She warned that unless this trend of unsustainable development was 

halted stopped, 50% would soon be covered by concrete, causing irreparable damage to the 

Mediterranean ecosystems. Unsustainable development had not taken into consideration social and 

cultural and environmental issues due to lack of knowledge and lack of interests in the past. 

However, with today’s knowledge this trend can be reversed and sustainable development policies 

put in place. According to the OECD, coastal degradation accounts for 2.5-4% of GDP in the 

Mediterranean area. The report urged PAM countries to honour their international treaty obligations 

to prevent a worsening of the situation. She argued that PAM presented a unique opportunity for 

discussion of environmental regional issues . She presented a  3-5 year workprogramme for PAM 

She called on major institutions, not only from the Mediterranean, but also from the EU and UN 

organisations to develop policies for strategic sustainable development of the Mediterranean as a 

priority. The reports referred to the specific environmental challenges that needed to be addressed in 

the Mediterranean, including: biodiversity, air quality, sustainable consumption and production, 

marine pollution, water  quality and quantity (drinking water), water management and misuse, land 

degradation and desertification, sustainable tourism. The Mediterranean is the world’s first tourist 

destination and we need to ensure that tourism evolved in a sustainable manner.. The impact of 

climate change is also putting the region under additional pressure. She concluded by stating that 

the Copenhagen Summit had not achieved great results and that a PAM delegation would be 

attending the forthcoming COP 16 Summit in Cancun in Mexico this year.  Next year, the STC 

would focus on the risk of an oil catastrophe similar to that of the Gulf of Mexico occurring in the 

Mediterranean. 

 

The Report and Resolution were unanimously adopted. 

 

c) Water: Hon. Jacques Blanc (France), Special Rapporteur on Water - “The Water 

issue in the Mediterranean: challenges and recommendations” 

Hon. Blanc stated in his report that 60% of Mediterranean population now suffers water stress, 

which was why this permanent observer group on water had been instituted. This year, PAM had 

sent out a questionnaire to its members on water resource management. He concluded that there was 

an urgent need to increase water resources and decrease consumption, through rationalisation and 

better management of existing resources, and where there was serious water shortage, invest in 

desalination techniques. Moreover, by generally improving sustainable use of energy, and reducing 

CO2 emissions, we could contribute to a reduction in climate change which was also affecting 

water distribution in the region. From a strategic perspective, he suggested that regional water 

resource management policies needed to be developed. Moreover, education on water consumption 
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needed to be given more importance because much water is simply wasted. By raising awareness, 

water consumption can also be rationalised, which can be considered as a source of development. In 

agriculture, for example, governments needed to sponsor drip irrigation techniques. Furthermore, 

his report dealt with the subject of the right to access to water as a fundamental human right. Such 

idea was also championed by the Council of Europe. PAM had spoken on this issue at the UN 

General Assembly in September this year. The UNGA, he was glad to note, had adopted a 

resolution on access to clean water and sanitation.  

 

The Report and Resolution were adopted with one vote against. 

 

e) Energy : Hon. Mohammed Abou El Enein (Egypt), Special rapporteur on Energy - 

“Energy and Global Economic Crisis: Opportunities for Sustainable Development in the 

Mediterranean” 

Hon. Abou El Enein stated that his report on Energy presented similar conclusions to the ones in the 

water report. As such, energy is a national daily concern and a strategic security issue for the future 

of the entire Mediterranean. Indeed, the speculative increase in energy prices was even attributed by 

some as the major cause of the current world economic and financial crisis. The report referred to 

the fact that Mediterranean energy policies are still dominated by fossil fuel, in particular 

petroleum, despite its overwhelming potential for exploiting energy  from sustainable and clean 

sources, whether solar or wind or wave power. It is common knowledge that such alternatives are 

not only available to the Mediterranean, yet the south Mediterranean in particular has enormous 

potential for exportation of energy for the future, for example, for electricity. However, before such 

policies can be implemented, strategic decisions need to be taken about developing pan-

Mediterranean energy networks. Technologies developed in the north need to be transferred south 

for the benefit of the whole Mediterranean. Further still, this requires a huge investment effort from 

both the private and public sector, and this could be supported by the institution of a Mediterranean 

Investment Bank. The report concludes that the future of energy represents a golden opportunity for 

the development of the Mediterranean region.  

 

Hon. Quba’a noted that there was growing interest in the use of nuclear energy for peaceful means 

and this would be focus of the forthcoming reflection by PAM . 

 

The Report and Resolution were unanimously adopted. 

 

Saturday 30
th

 October 

 

Hon. Abdellatif Abdouh, President 3
rd

 Standing Committee and Vice President of PAM, 

welcomed the members to the Assembly on behalf of the Moroccan Parliament and  invited the 

Speakers of Albania and Croatia, respectively, to take the floor, followed by Mr. Robert Walter, 

President of ESDA. 

  

Speaker of Parliament of Albania, H.E. Jozefina Topalli 

H.E. Topalli thanked the King, Parliament and Moroccan people on behalf of the Albanian people, 

stated that it was a great honour to be attending the Plenary, as well as an opportunity to exchange 
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with colleagues from throughout the Mediterranean. She pointed out that Albania is a good example 

of multiethnic and multi-religious society for the Mediterranean region and Europe. Its multicultural 

model enriches the country and brings with it a message of tolerance to all the members. Albania is 

undertaking negotiations for EU membership and Albania’s participation will contribute to peace 

and stability of the Union. She recalled that President Radi spoke of the roots of Morocco being in 

Africa, the trunk in the Mediterranean and the leaves in Europe. She saw Albania as a branch of that 

tree, which as a Balkan State, was committed to bring the north and south shores of the 

Mediterranean closer to one another. 

 

Speaker of Parliament of Croatia, H.E. Luka Bebic 

H.E. Luka Bebic conveyed his greetings on behalf of Croatian Parliament and thanked Morocco for 

its hospitality and excellent organisation of the Session. He stated that Croatia belonged to the 

Mediterranean, but also to central Europe and the Danubian region, and therefore wanted to nurture 

all aspects of peaceful cohabitation of peoples, by sharing cultural and religious values to overcome 

differences. He stated in particular that Croatia was rich in water resources and would be willing to 

share those resources with is Mediterranean neighbours. As a coastal State, he expressed his 

environmental concerns about preserving the wealth and ecosystems of the Mediterranean in the 

interests of all its peoples.  He spoke of Croatia’s prospected entry to the EU, and hoped that it 

would play a role as mediator in solving certain problems in the region. He saw the Mediterranean 

as a cradle of world cultures, represented on three continents (Europe, Africa and Asian), and host 

of the three monotheistic religions (Christianity, Judaism and Islam). Hence, our diversity should 

enrich and unite us through tolerance and cooperation rather than separate us. He looked forward to 

Croatia hosting a PAM meeting in 2011. 

 

Mr. Robert Walter, President of European Security and Defence Assembly European Union 

(ESDA/AWEU) 

Mr. Walter thanked the Moroccan hosts for their warm welcome and PAM for having invited 

ESDA to address the Assembly. Morocco is strongly involved in supporting security in the 

Mediterranean, and ESDA has always been vigorously interested in strengthening the security of 

the region. However, there region is still faced by major challenges that threaten our security. The 

Israeli/Palestinian conflict is undoubtedly our longest conflict and one which has been protracted 

for far too long. Fundamentalism and extremism continue to stand in the way of resolving it, but the 

fact that that direct dialogue has resumed between the parties brings us renewed hope. Terrorism in 

the region is another major problem, as terrorist movements are capable of radicalising elements of 

the population on a multinational level. Further still the issue of illegal immigration is still a major 

problem, which destabilises countries of origin, transit and destination, often leading to social unrest 

and xenophobia. There is the problem of climate change and more developed countries have to play 

a responsible role in ensuring this does not lead to greater disparity between the north and south 

Mediterranean. The global economic crisis has hit the south less than the north, yet its ripple effects 

are being felt due to lesser investment available. As elected parliamentarians, we have all have a 

responsibility to debate openly and frankly about these issues in the interests of the people we 

represent. 
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Presentation of the work of PAM’s 3
rd

 STC on dialogue among Civilizations and Human 

Rights, Abdellatif Abdouh, President 3
rd

 STC and Vice President PAM (Morocco) 

Hon. Abdellatif Abdouh referred to the meeting of the 3
rd

 STC, which took place in the Slovenian 

capital Ljubljana earlier this year, where the questions of intercultural dialogue,  gender equality, 

and the plight of women refugees in Palestine, were debated. A meeting had also been held with the 

Euro-Mediterranean University (EMUNI) as a result of which PAM will be able to enlist the help of 

this academic research network to gain the most up-to-date information on the subjects of 

interest to it, as well as making the work of our parliamentarians more accessible to academics 

throughout the region. Further still, this November, PAM will be co-organising with UNESCO the 

Interparliamentary Forum on Science, Technology and Innovation in the Mediterranean region, at 

the UNESCO headquarters in Paris. Brief mention was also made of the joint PAM-IRIS (Institute 

for International Strategic Relations) meeting held in Nice in April, on the eve of the meetings of 

the 1
st
 and 2

nd
 Standing Commissions, to discuss placing culture at the heart of Mediterranean 

relations. During this year, PAM has also continued to implement the Fez Programme adopted in 

Morocco in 2008, with the aim of bringing Mediterranean peoples closer together, and mention 

should be made of the fact that the Italian Parliament has officially recognised Mediterranean Day, 

21
st
 March, as part of its national parliamentary calendar. It was agreed in Belgrade that the STF on 

Dialogue of Cultures and Religions would further study situation in Balkans next year, and Hon. 

Askin Asan will also be organising a meeting in Istanbul this November on women 

parliamentarians and NGOs. 

 

Adoption of Resolutions and Reports 

 

a) STF on Inter-cultural and inter-religious Dialogue  Hon Justyne Caruana (Malta) 

presented by Hon. Maria da Conceicao Pereira (Portugal) – “The Intercultural and 

Interreligious Dialogue in the Western Balkans as a platform to strengthen and consolidate 

peaceful and good-neighbourly relations among its peoples” 

Hon. Conceicao Pereira stated that PAM had laid down the parameters for its future work under the 

3
rd

 Standing Committee as far back as 2007, reaffirming the interreligious and intercultural 

dialogue. Accordingly, PAM had developed the Fez Programme and set out a questionnaire to each 

member delegation to find out how religious minorities were treated in their respective countries. In 

accordance with 2010 work programme, this STF examined the issues of the intercultural and 

interreligious dialogue in the Western Balkans. Very briefly stated, the report contains a section on 

Balkan cultural spaces, explaining the linguistic and cultural heritage of the Western Balkans. It 

also provide geographic outline of the region known as the Balkans and very brief overview of 

events that have characterised the recent history of this region. The report also refers to the regional 

organisations that have specific interests there before going on to set out the issues of relevance to 

developing cultural and inter-religious dialogue. Finally, the report suggests actions that PAM can 

build on to support the development of intercultural and inter-religious dialogue in the region. In 

this context, we cannot but stress the importance of the PAM delegation visit to Sarajevo at the 

request of the UN, to put BiH on the road to European integration and constitutional reform. As a 

direct result of this visit, PAM contacted the European Parliament to call for the visa liberalisation 

of BiH citizens to put them on an equal footing with Croat and Serbian minorities living in BiH 

with respect to free movement in the European Union under the Schengen Agreement. 
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The report and Resolution were unanimously adopted. 

 

b) STF on Migrations,, Hon. Mahmoud Muhaidat (Jordan) presented by Hon. Lhou 

lmarbouh (Morocco)  - “Palestinian women refugees” 

Hon. Lmarbouh informed the Plenary that the report was the product of in-depth statistical findings 

produced inter alia by UNRWA and NGOs working in the field. As such, it was a fact-finding 

report, as a result of which we have learnt that the Palestinian people account for half of the world 

population of refugees, 4.5 million of whom are currently receiving the assistance of UNWRA in 

Jordan, Syria, Lebanon, and the West Bank. Yet many other camps do not fall under the protection 

of UNWRA. The report illustrates that the status and treatment of Palestinian refugees differ from 

country to country. The report focuses in particular on the plight of refugee women in Gaza and the 

Occupied Territories because they endure extreme hardship there, and are experiencing difficulties 

in ensuring the fundamental human rights which guarantee their health, access to food and water 

and the right to work. The report regrettably mentions the particularly high mortality rate of 

Palestinian women refugees during child birth. Finally it urges all parties to commit to finding a 

solution to the Middle East conflict. Following the dissemination of the draft of this report the 

Lebanese government has informed PAM that it had recently amended its law with respect to 

refugees’ employment rights 

 

The Report and Resolution were unanimously adopted. 

 

c) STF on Gender and Equality: Hon. Askin Asan (Turkey)- “Achieving equality” 

Hon. Askin Asan stated that the report had analysed the ways in which gender equality could be 

achieved by women in decision-making positions and political life. Both quantitative and 

qualitative studies were still needed so that progress made could be effectively and objectively 

evaluated. With respect to PAM member States, it was found that there was a direct correlation 

between proportional representation voting systems and increased female participation, compared 

majority elections systems. Gender quotas for women had increased particularly since the nineties, 

and this had undoubtedly contributed to greater female participation in political life, although alone 

it was not sufficient. The report therefore examined what other measures could be adopted to make 

society more inclusive of women, including the possible use of sanctions against states that do not 

respect quotas. The report concluded that quota systems were useful but not to be considered an end 

in themselves, and needed to be supplemented by awareness-raising and educating women, which 

required funding.   

The Report and resolution were unanimously adopted. 

 

Secretary General, Dr. Sergio Piazzi reported on PAM’s financial situation 

Dr. Sergio Piazzi stated that PAM had accumulated a debt of Euro 103,000 by the end of 2009, as a 

result of which the Plenary approved an emergency annual budget of Euro 750,000. The good news 

was that this budget was sufficient to allow PAM to function. Moreover, this year PAM had been 

able to cut its deficit of last year by half. The less positive news was that some Member 

contributions had been paid late or only partially, or worse were still outstanding. The Secretary 

General urged all countries that had not done so to honour their membership contributions as soon 

as possible appealing to Italy, Slovenia, Monaco, Montenegro and FYROM, to pay their 
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contributions which amounted to a total of Euro 80,000. With regard to 2011, special 

acknowledgment was made to Lebanon which had already fully paid its 2011 fees which would 

ease cash-flow problems into the newyear, as PAM does not yet have areserve fund.  The Statute 

requires annual fees to be paid by the end of February, but the Secretary General urged all members 

to do so by the end of January. To conclude on a positive note, Israel had paid its 2010 contribution 

and was committed to paying its membership arrears during 2011 and 2012 and this will finally 

allow PAM to close its deficit. The Secretary General thanked all the Secretariat staff for their 

unswerving commitment, hard work and long hours, stating that they often worked at week-ends to 

meet urgent deadlines and enormous workload demanded of them, reiterating that they were 

certainly worthy of full-time contracts and social security contributions which were now possible 

thanks to the budget voted in 2009. 

 

PAM President Rudy Salles 

President Salles paid a special tribute to the Secretary General for all his efforts, and to the staff for 

their endeavours, commenting that observers were genuinely impressed by the quality and output of 

the work produced by the PAM Secretariat. In his final speech bringing to a close his mandate, 

Rudy Salles referred to the humble beginnings of PAM, the commitment and vision of its founder 

members including H.E. Abdelwahed Radi (Morocco) and Hon. Elsa Papadimitreou (Greece), 

thanking them for their part in laying down the foundation stones of PAM. PAM is an Assembly 

which serves the aim of the peoples of the Mediterranean, and uniting and bringing them closer 

together on issues of concern to us. He stated that PAM had met with interference and opposition 

from the European Parliament in Brussels, but this had been overcome, and of course PAM fully 

supported the complementary initiatives of the Parliamentary Assembly of the Union for the 

Mediterranean. He conceded that to date Europe had not done enough to invest in the future of the 

Mediterranean.. He thanked Malta for hosting the PAM Secretariat headquarters, and reiterated 

PAM’s noble values had been duly acknowledged thanks to the grant of observer status at the UN. 

This has contributed to giving us greater visibility and a collaterally greater responsibility in acting 

to solve difficult questions that fall within out remit. Finally, President Salles paid a personal tribute 

to Bertrand de Cordovez, official from the French Senate, , who would be taking on a new role from 

the beginning of 2011, and wished him well in the advancement of his career. 

 

The President then proceeded to read out the outcome of the discussions held in the framework of 

the geopolitical groups to select new Bureau members  and a new President for the next biennial 

period. The results of the discussions were as follows: 

 

PAM President:  Hon. Mohamed Abou El Enein (Egypt) 

PAM Vice Presidents: 

France:  Sen. Bariza Khiari  

Israel:   Hon. Majallie Whbee 

Palestine:  Hon. Tayseer Quba’a 

Tunisia:  Hon. Houda Bizid Blaiech  

 

Standing Committees Presidents 

1
st 

Standing Committee:  Morocco H.E. Abdelwahed Radi 
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2
nd

 Standing Committee:  Italy  Sen. Francesco Amoruso 

3
rd

 Standing Committee: Turkey  Hon. Askin Asan 

 

Honorary members of the Bureau: 

H.E. Abdelwahad Radi (Morocco)- PAM President 2007-2008 

Hon. Rudy Salles (France)- PAM President 2009-2010 

 

Standing Committees Vice-Presidents  

1
st 

Standing Committee:  Monaco Hon. Fabrice Notari 

2
nd

 Standing Committee:  Jordan  H.E. Abdel Hadi al-Majali  

3
rd

 Standing Committee: Lebanon Hon. Edgar Maalouf 

 

PAM Roving Ambassador: Hon. Abdelkader Fedala (Algeria) 

 

The Cypriot and Greek delegations voiced objections over the election of the Turkish Presidency of 

the Third Standing Committee. President Salles reminded the two delegations that all nominations 

had been adopted by the majority vote in the respective geopolitical groups in the spirit of unity and 

solidarity of peoples in the will to build a better future for all Mediterranean our peoples and this 

was not the time or place to raise such objections. 

 

He then congratulated Hon. Abou El Enein on behalf of all the PAM on his election as the new 

President of PAM for the period 2011-2012 and was proud to hand over the leadership of PAM to 

such a renowned figure, and wished him every success for the future. 

President Elect, Mohamed Abou El Enein 

Hon. Abou El Enein accepted his election as President of PAM with great honour, and thanked all 

his colleagues for placing their trust in him.  He spoke of his commitment to achieving the dream of 

building lasting peace and stability in the Mediterranean, and thanked former Presidents Radi and 

Salles, as well as the Secretary General, Dr. Piazzi, for their commitment to this goal. 

 

The heads of delegations present then took the floor to congratulate the new President on his 

election in the following order: Palestine, Jordan, Turkey, Italy, Greece, Malta, France, Cyprus, 

Andorra, Croatia, Tunisia, Algeria, Morocco, Israel, Albania, Portugal. 

 

Malta also spoke of the need to bring Spain on board to PAM, and also asked for a Special Task 

Force (STF) to deal with the issue of Cyprus. The Algerian delegation also suggested that the new 

STF on terrorism should also look into the question of security in the Sahel/Sahara regions. The 

Moroccan delegation requested the new President to make culture in the Mediterranean a priority. 

The head of the Israeli delegation commented on how pleased he was to work alongside his 

Palestinian colleagues and that 80% of Israelis wanted a two-State solution. The new President 

suggested that if Israel withdrew to the 1967 borders, peace would be a reality, and asked the Israeli 

delegation to take this message home to his parliament. 
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Laureates of the “2010 PAM Prize” 

The PAM Prize was awarded to the following individuals and organisations: 

-Hon. Claudio Azzolini, Italy, for his long career in politics in building dialogue in the 

Mediterranean and for his outstanding work for PAM, as a honorary member. 

 

-Professor Azouzi (CMIESI), based in Fez, for his commitment to promoting intercultural dialogue 

and ideals of PAM. 

 

- Mr. Melih Gokcek, Mayor of the City of Ankara, , for his efforts and initiative in promoting 

integration and cooperation in the Mediterranean, and for having offered to host a PAM meeting. 

 

-Eng. Alessandro Ortis, Italy, President of the Italian Electricity and Gas Authority, MEDREG 

former President, for his commitment to PAM and for hosting a meeting of the External Trade and 

investments Panel in Milan. 

 

-M. Iohannis Seimenis, University of the Aegean Dimokratias, Greece, for his outstanding 

achievement in the field of research pertaining to Mediterranean countries. He also received special 

greetings from the Speaker of the Hellenic Parliament. 

 

-H.E. Amb. Sheab A. Madi, Permanent Representative of Jordan to the UN Office in Geneva, for 

his facilitation of meetings of all PAM ambassadors in Geneva and for informing them of PAM 

activities. 

 

-General Luis Alejandre Sintes, Presdient of the Fundacion Hospital de la Isla del Rey (Alejandre 

Sintes) for its restoration of an old hospital and archeologically sites on an island off Menorca. 

 

Sadly, the PAM Plenary also remembered Hon. Gordana, Croatia, who had suffered a fatal heart 

attack earlier this year, and expressed its sincere appreciation for her work as focal point for PAM at 

the Croatian Parliament. 

 

The following PAM Rapporteurs (and MPs presenting reports in the absence of the rapporteurs) 

were also presented with a special gift to thank them for their contributions to the work of their 

Special Task Forces, and ad hoc Committees: Hon. Askin Asan (Turkey), Hon. Angela Napoli 

(Italy), Hon. George Vella (Malta), Hon. Miro Petek (Slovenia), Hon. Dubravka Suica (Croatia), 

Sen. Jacques Blanc (France), Hon. Abou el Enein (Egypt), Hon. Rida Bouargoub (Tunisia), Hon. 

Justyne Carunana (Malta), Hon. Maria da Conceicao da Pereira (Portugal), Hon. Houda Blaiech 

(Tunisia), Hon. Mahmoud Muhaidat (Jordan), Hon. Lhou Lmarbouh (Morocco), Hon. Chaoui 

Belassale (Moroccco), Hon. Nikolaos  Zoidis (Greece), , Sen.. Bariza Khiari (France). 

 

The outgoing Bureau members were also presented with a gift for their contribution to PAM over 

the last two years: 

Sen.. Francesco Maria Amoruso (Italy), Hon. Abdelkader Fedala (Algeria), Hon. Athanasia 

Merenditi (Greece), Hon. Tayseer Quba’a (Palestine), Hon. Conceicao da Pereira (Portugal), Hon. 

Abdellatif  Abdouh (Morocco),  Hon. Marwan al-Hmoud (Jordan).  
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The PAM Secretary General informed the delegates that the themes and rapporteurs for 2011-2012 

had also been identified. 

 

There being no other work to be discussed, the outgoing President, Hon. Rudy Salles declared the 

V
th

 Plenary Assembly closed. 

 

   


